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much has already been said
about the present crisis in the university, and these books say even
more. Yet they (and the subject itself) have
a claim on conservatives’ attention. As
Martin Anderson warns, “To a very large
extent-some 60 percent worth-you are
watching your tax dollars at work when
you look at today’s public universities.”
More than financial self-interest,
though, ought to alarm us. Outside of
soccer, as Jaroslav Pelikan observes, the
university may be the largest man-made
institution in the world. It has become a
vested interest, a massive international
bureaucracy more worried about clutching its privileges than educating young
minds or promoting the cause of truth.
And like most bureaucracies, the university is not staffed by the very best people
available. As Pelikan says, quoting
another recent writer, “Just as the modern university has no time for the most
important human subjects, it has, ironically, no place on its faculty for the
brightest people.” More than one onlooker has suggested that the quickest solution to the crisis of the university might
be to hire better professors.
In recent years, only criticism by outsiders has contributed to an intelligent
00
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appreciation of the university. One thinks
of Charles Sykes’s ProfScam (1988),
Roger Kimball’s Tenured Radicals (1990),
Dinesh D’Souza’s Illiberal Education
(1991). And though the loudest blast
issued from the interior, Allan Bloom
found himself treated like a stranger after
writing The Closing of the American Mind
(1987). Earlier, quieter inquiries by university men-such as Michael Oakeshott’s
essays written from 1948 to 1972 and collected as The Voice of Liberal Learning
(1989), Robert Nisbet’s The Degradation
of Academic Dogma (1971), and Kenneth
Minogue’s The Concept of a University
(1973)-were largely ignored (evidently
even by such readers as Pelikan, who
neglects to mention them in his otherwise
useful guide to the mounting literature on
the subject).
Both Anderson and Pelikan know the
inner workings of universities, and both
are conservative-though the similarities pretty much stop there. Anderson,
56, is an economic conservative and
was an adviser to Presidents Nixon and
Reagan. A former business school professor who earned a Ph.D. in industrial
management from MIT and has been
associated with the Hoover Institution at
Stanford for two decades, Anderson is
at home in the university without feeling sentimentally attached to it.
Impostors in the Temple, his sixth book,
can be thought of as a consultant’s

report on the business practices of universities, from the treatment of their
customers (the students) and the economic viability of their leading product
(research) to the responsibility of their
directors (the board of trustees).
Pelikan, 68, is a cultural conservative
and a lifelong academic who earned his
Ph.D. from the University of Chicago at
23, and now is Sterling Professor of
History at Yale, where he has held an
endowed dhair for thirty years. Best
known as a religious historian, he has
written twenty-five books, including a
five-volume history of Christian doctrine. Although scornful of those (like
Jerry Herron in Universities and the
Myth of Cultural Decline) who smugly
quack that the university is not in trouble, Pelikan is also suspicious of calls for
root-and-branch change, “as though we
in the present generation were free to
define the university in any way we wish
without attention to its heritage.” For
Pelikan-the insider-the chief enemy
of the university is outside the gates.

A

nderson argues that today’s universities lack integrity. Trivialization
of research, abuse of tenure, abandonm’ent of teaching, grade inflation,
exploitation of graduate assistants, the
fraudulence of college sports-one by one
Anderson shows how the activities of a
university have been corrupted by the
reluctance of professors and administrators
to be honest about this state of affairs.
“They begin by lying to others,” Anderson
says, “and end by lying to themselves.”
Political correctness is not the issue. It
is a scandal, of course. Not only does it
discourage the independence of mind
upon which genuine scholarship depends;
it also leads to “one-party rule” in everything from admissions to hiring and promotion. Naturally enough, professors and
administrators deny that it exists. (As if in
a hurry to confirm Anderson’s analysis, a
gang of left-wing academics including
Stanley Fish, Jonathan Culler, and Henry
Louis Gates, Jr. recently organized
Teachers for a Democratic Culture, for
the purpose of disputing the existence of
left-wing gangs within the university.)
Anderson is baffled by this refusal to
acknowledge the obvious. To the extent
that political correctness and a one-party
rule dominate the university, he says, “we
have unprofessional conduct on the part
of professors and administrators.” It is
The American Spectator
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admirable of him-also a bit naive-to
think that many of these people will be
troubled by an accusation of unprofessional conduct.
If the political corruption of the university is merely the public face of a
deeper collapse of integrity, the cause
has to be found in something more
important to professors even than leftwing politics. Anderson locates the real
source of the university’s distress in its
adoration of research. It is the highest
value in universities today, amounting
very nearly to a form of worship.
“Publish or perish” is a misnomer. It’s
not publication as such that counts, but a
fastidious ceremony of publicationdressed up with learning, citation and
reference, a collective response of formula expressions, in journals that are
“refereed” (i.e., closely monitored) by
higher-ups. As Anderson points out, this
is a system guaranteed .to result in the
neglect of teaching and the publication of
trivial, irrelevant work.
And yet it is teaching, not research,
that is the main reason for the existence
of colleges and universities. For him, the
prototype of an academic intellectual is
Milton Friedman. “Beyond his brilliant
mind and his influential research and
writing,” he says, “[Friedman] has a natural instinct for teaching. He teaches naturally, ail the time, whether in front of a
lecture hall or in personal conversation.
He loves the play of ideas, loves challenging people, making them think, pursuing the truth wherever it leads.” Few
professors have Friedman’s brilliance of
mind; most are incapable of his research
and writing; many even lack his natural
instinct for teaching. But if, as Anderson
shows, they are also missing his willingness to teach, they have no business in a
university.

P

elikan would agree that universities exist to pursue truth and challenge people to think. But this, he
might add, isn’t the best that universities
can do; it is the most they are capable of.
Although universities are founded upon
the principle that knowledge is an end in
itself, that truth ought to be chased down
at any price, this (he says) describes the
outer limits of what anyone can legitimately demand from them.
As suggested by his title and invocation of the principle that knowledge is its
own end, Pelikan’s book is a dialogue
The American Spectator

with John Henry Newman, author of “the
most important treatise on the idea of the
university ever written in any language.”
It is not finding fault to say that Pelikan
discovers little in Newman to differ with.
His objective is to focus attention on
what Newman had to say, and to provoke
reflection on its enduring aptness.
But while Newman was responding to
the utilitarian assault on the classical curriculum at Oxford, Pelikan defends the
university against a loose confederation
of new utilitarians representing the interests of social reconstruction, “who claim
to speak on behalf of ‘the real world.’”
He indiscriminately numbers Sykes,
Kimball, D’Souza, and Bloom among
these claimants; he would probably lump
Anderson with them too. But the real
antagonists of the university are not its
honest critics. Pelikan himself echoes
Anderson in saying that any candid discussion of scholarly research must begin
with the acknowledgment that far too
much of it is trivial and irrelevant. No,
the real antagonists of the university are
those who loudly deny the principle that
the pursuit of truth (including the criticism of universities) is an end in itself,
requiring no apology.
Elsewhere in his book Pelikan himself
argues as much. The university, he maintains, quoting Hannah Arendt, is a refuge
from “a world that does not even know
what a man is talking about if he takes
the word truth in his mouth.” At its best,
his updated Idea of the University is a
grave meditation on the significance of
that principle. Unlike Anderson, and
despite his qualms about it, Pelikan holds
out for the view that research is central to
the work of a university. As he puts it, a
scholar is someone who has dedicated
his life to the acquisition of knowledge,
which entails a moral obligation to communicate what he has learned. Research
is simply the discharge of this obligation.
This is persuasive coming from someone like Pelikan, whose books communicate a deep sense of moral purpose. But
it barely applies to most of the research
extruded from universities, which seems
less dedicated to communicating anything at all than it is to preserving the
mysteries of scholarship from the scrutiny of mere readers. Although Pelikan
insists that the university is founded
upon the pursuit of knowledge, like
many university men he doggedly slips
the question: Knowledge of what? If it is

knowledge of the human experience that
we are talking about, then research is not
the only way-perhaps not even the best
way-to pursue it.

A

s Martin Anderson has clearly
shown, to expect original
research from what is by and
large a class of merely well-educated
,teachers is to create the conditions for a
breakdown of integrity. There simply are
not enough true researchers to staff all the
universities and colleges now in existence
in America, unless we pretend that what
is trivial and irrelevant is really original.
As Jaroslav Pelikan argues, professors have a moral obligation to communicate the knowledge they have painfully acquired. But what are the grounds
for insisting that they do so only through
scholarly publication? Scholarship is
one kind of knowledge; but there are
others, and among them are teaching and
writing for those outside the privileged
caste. If the university stands for knowledge and the handing on of knowledge,
it will have room for these other activities. On the evidence of these two books,
though, the university is coming to stand
merely for research by a n elite convinced of its own irreplaceable value.
No one is obliged to share this belief,
however. And that is what the present
crisis is largely about. Cl

........................................
EDITORIALS
(continued from page 16)
solutions to America’s public problems.
He is for economic growth, crime prevention, and dozens of other good things.
He claims to understand the latest developments in public policy and to have
broken with “the old Democratic Party.”
His problem is that, though he might
have the mind of a think-tank whiz kid,
he seems to have the emotions of a
flower child. Worse, the hierarchy of his
party still includes every New Age zany,
and thousands of unrepentant Carterites.
These people learned nothing from the
1980s. There was once another bright
Southern governor who came to
Washington talking out of both sides of
his mouth. Possibly Jimmy Carter was as
different from the liberal establishment
as he said, but a Democrat has to recruit
someone to run his government and the
results can be amusing. Cl
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........................................
CORRESPONDENCE
(continued from page 12)
identical moral foundation. This view,
moreover, is shared in full by Judge
Robert Bork, who has written that “Our
constitutional liberties arose out of historical experience. . . . They do not rest
upon any general theory.”
It is easy to see that Rehnquist’s and
Bork’s rejection of any constitutional
standing to natural rights, or natural law
is a direct inheritance from John C.
Calhoun. When they speak of “original
intent,” it is Calhoun’s version, not
Jefferson’s or Madison’s or Lincoln’s.
Their jurisprudence represents a
much more complete rejection of the
Founding principles than does Justice
Brennan’s. The latter at least sees the
original principles as evolving. The former do not see them as ever having been
-Harry V. Jaffa
there at all.
Professor Emeritus
Claremont McKenna College and
Claremont Graduate School
Senior Fellow, the Claremont Institute
Claremont, California
Peter L. Welsh replies:
I now know firsthand what William F.
Buckley, Jr. meant when he said, ‘‘Ifyou
think Harry Jaffa is hard to argue with,
try agreeing with him!”
I never asserted that Calhoun affirmed
the truth of the Founders’ declaration
“All men are created equal,” nor did I
assert‘that Calhoun affirmed the constitutional status of the Declaration. What I
did say was that Calhoun interpreted the
Declaration as Lincoln did. Jaffa cites a
passage from the Speech on the Oregon
Bill (June 27, 1848) that exhibits
Calhoun “taking Jefferson’s words in an
utterly mistaken sense.” However, in the
same speech, as Jaffa knows, Calhoun
demonstrates that he understood nearly
full well, at least in principle, what was
meant by the Declaration’s “All men are
created equal” clause. According to
Calhoun, Jefferson took
an utterly false view of the subordinate
relation of the black to the white race in
the South, and [held] in consequence,
that the former, though utterly unqualified to possess liberty, were as fully
entitled to both liberty and equality as
the latter; and that to deprive them of it
was unjust and immoral.

On the second question, I did not
attempt to defend the contempt certain
conservative scholars have exhibited
toward the natural law principles underlying the Constitution. Nevertheless, if
Jaffa doubts that there exists a contempt
for such principles at least equally severe
on the part of liberals, I need only refer
him to the latest public consideration of
natural law, the Clarence Thomas confirmation hearings. Irrespective of the contempt for natural law, however, my point
was that the liberal jurisprudes, unlike
their conservative counterparts, contemn
the notion of an enduring meaning to the
various provisions of the Constitution
and that this latter contempt necessarily
undermines the rule of law.

Air Bag
“Clean Air’s Dirty Politics” (by Robert J.
Ernst 111, TAS, October 1992) mentions
the South Coast Air Quality
Management District. Unfortunately,
within that mention, the facts are untrue.
The article states that the AQMD has
banned bakeries, destroyed L.A.’s furniture industry, and has cost residents billions in revenue.
Unlike the smog-free days enjoyed in
Salinas, residents living and working in
the L.A. basin breathe the dirtiest air in
the nation. Air pollution decreases our
children’s lung capacity up to 15 percent;
it scars our lungs and worsens the condition of those suffering with serious respiratory diseases. True, it will cost each
resident to clean the air-less than a dollar a day. But the daily return of $1.10 to
each investor, compounded by the benefits that simply can’t be quantifiedimproved health and clean, clear skiesare worth the investment.
There is a very big job to do here if
we want to breathe clean air. But the
AQMD is not so one-sided in its commitment that it is insensitive to the recession’s impacts on Southern California’s
businesses.
The rules established to reduce pollutants emitted from furniture manufacturers, commercial bakeries, and other businesses are strict-they have to be, given
our situation-but they are not created to
drive hard-working citizens out of business, or Los Angeles. They are part of
the AQMD’s overall plan to make life better for everyone. Without clean air rules,
our pollution would rival Mexico City
and Santiago, Chile, where the economy
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shut down recently to prevent widespread poisoning from pollution. Instead,
with clean air rules, the basin is breathing the cleanest air on record. AQMD
employees are out in the field helping the
business. community understand and
comply with the rules. We are educating
business owners and offering them free,
on-site consultation services. In-house
we are streamlining paperwork requirements to speed up permit processing for
new or expanding firms. AQMD has also
set up a loan guaranty program to assist
small business owners with the purchase
and installation of air pollution control
equipment.
Rule 1153, which regulates bakery
emissions, affects only the large, commercial wholesale bakeries; local grocery
stores and neighborhood retail bakeries
are exempt. The Southern California
Baker’s Air Quality Association worked
closely with AQMD in developing the
rule and area bakers have willingly
worked to comply. But our collaborative
efforts haven’t stopped with the rule.
Food-4-Less Bakery, of La Habra,
California, and the AQMD are conducting a pilot study of a new air pollution
control system called biofiltration. The
system, now used successfully in
Europe, will be a cost-effective and
environmentally safe means of reducing
emissions.
While a handful of furniture manufacturers have left the L.A. area-up to 3
percent between 1988 and 1990, according to the United States General
Accounting Office’s study-the majority
have stayed. Those manufacturers surveyed stated “high costs for worker’s
compensation insurance and wages” as
the most significant factor in the companies’ decisions to relocate to Mexico or
other parts of the U.S.
Don Kush, owner of a furniture manufacturing company, once questioned
his ability to comply with AQMD’s regulations and considered relocating his
business to Mexico. He now credits the
AQMD with helping to keep his business
in the L.A. area. AQMD staff members
worked with him to resolve his problem; and their cooperative efforts not
only kept the 13-year-old business in
the area, but made i t possible f o r
Kushwood Manufacturing to expand.
Kush’s expanded operation in Orange
County will employ up to thirty workers.
The American Spectator
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In a partnership project, the California
Furniture Manufacturer’s Association,
Southern California Edison, and the
AQMD are working to develop low
volatile organic compound furniture
coatings that will rival today’s commercial coatings. To date, the team has identified several hybrid coatings that-coupled with new application technologywould emit few or no VOCs and exceed
conventional coating’s performance standards.
These examples prove AQMD’Scommitment to protecting both the economic
and the natural environments of this
region.
-Dr. Margil W. Wadley
Methods Research Manager
South Coast Air Quality
Management District
Diamond Bar, California
Robert J. Ernst III replies:
Years ago the SCAQMD made its deal
with major polluters. Now it has only
small businesses and housewives to regulate, the same parties to whom it
should have been offering market incentives to discourage pollution twenty
years ago. Working people care about
environmental quality when they draw
honest paychecks. If the SCAQMD were
accountable to those it supposedly protects, it would not offer disingenuous
propaganda about improving public
health by killing jobs.
The SCAQMD and the other air districts are sensitive to some businesses,
usually the biggest ones, which can
afford expensive air district permits. The
SCAQMD conducts warrantless searches
of unfriendly businesses. It has gone so
far as to place levies on small business
payroll accounts for malfunctioning laser
printer ozone filters, while trees contribute much of the ozone in the South
Coast basin. Air conditioning shops must
jump through SCAQMD hoops, while volcanoes put tons of ozone depleters into
the stratosphere. Why didn’t the
SCAQMD save the furniture industry
when it had the chance?
Salinas’s McCormick-Schilling spice
plant and Soledad’s Redwood Empire
sawmill were blasted for putting, respectively, spice vapors and sawdust into the
air. The sawmill left Soledad, and left
ninety people jobless; we still enjoy the
scent of cinnamon. The electric companies pay hundreds of millions to the air
The American Spectator

districts; only electric cars qualify for
low emission registration credits. The air
districts should not target bakeries when
there are no trains to ride.
Thanks to agencies like the SCAQMD,
the only real growth industries from Los
Angeles to Soledad are looting and
bureaucracy. I stand by my theme:
California regional air agencies exist to
subvert local government in the name of
no-growth environmentalism and New
Age public health.
Rubout
Edward Conlon’s “Mob Stories” (TAS,
November 1992) is an excellent read, but
I’m curious that his only mention of
Little Italies comes in an aside concerning their “disappearance.”
A few years back, I, a former Webster
Avenue Bronx boy, took a car tour with
an old crony (residing then in Queens,
since decamped to Florida) from 149th
and Melrose due north to Webster
Avenue and Fordham Road, the area
unseen by me for perhaps four decades.
Appalled is the best word I can come up
with for the experience.
M i n d - b o g g l e d , however, best
describes my reintroduction to our ultimate destination, the Bronx’s Little Italy,
centering on Arthur Avenue, and a meeting with an old friend, Frankie, whom I
had not seen since 1945. Frankie, a
retired streetcar motorman and bus driver, lives with his wife in the same apartment they first rented in 1941, in a clean,
decent, and obviously safe building. He
showed us around the old neighborhood,
with its vibrant street life, luscious fruit
stands, wonderful bakeries, and, most
importantly, a sense of community and
safety, an enclave among near-ruins not
far away in any direction. Even the place
where I had my first pizza at age eight
still functions under its old name,
although considerably gussied up from
sixty years ago.
The begged question, of course, is
how this microcosm of The Bronx I
knew as a kid still exists, and it is quite
easy for me to credit fanoosh. This word
for The Mob appeared some years ago in
the New York Daily News, in a column
under the byline of Bill Reel; I have
never heard it before or since. The gist of
Reel’s writing was that safety and stability for ordinary citizens in such neighborhoods as those defined by Arthur Avenue
was the provenance of fanoosh. I’m

interested in hearing the opinion of current Bronx denizen Edward Conlon.
-Robert J. Powers, Col., USAF (Ret.)
Shreveport, Louisiana
The Rushians Are Coming
I would like to respond to Tom
Frangicetto’s letter in the November
issue re Rush Limbaugh.
I have only listened to Rush since this
past August, originally only to keep my
husband up to date, as his job had taken
him to Oman, where Rush has never
been heard (but ought to be).
All I could think through the weeks I
listened to him was, My God, I’mnot the
only one! At first I only believed Amway
distributors thought like I did. Now I
realize there are millions of us. Millions
of people who are tired of liberals harass-.
ing anyone who believes in morality,
faith in God, and protecting our children
from drugs and pornography.
Anyone who says he’s a liar has
never heard the man speak or read his
book, or is just jealous of his popularity
and is talking sour grapes. The reason
the man is popular is that he doesn’t lie,
that the truth rings like a crystal bell in a
sea of brass bells. We all knew the
media was lying to us, but we were so
busy trying to protect our loved ones
that no one was out there checking this
garbage out until Rush Limbaugh came
along. He must wear out multitudes of
rubber gloves sifting through this
garbage in the media, but I and millions
of other people are grateful he voluntarily took the job.
-Carol Chilson
Faifleld, California
Tom Frangicetto must be the dumbest
reader of The American Spectator, judging from his frenetic and irrational letter.
He may not like Rush Limbaugh, but
he can’t hide from the fact that liberalism
is the direct cause of nearly all of the
nation’s major problems . . . deficit spending, the welfare state, taxes, regulations,
pornography, AIDS . . . and yes, the liberal
policies that have stalled the economy.
If Frangicetto doesn’t win title to
“dumbest” he certainly qualifies as the
champion name-caller. In five paragraphs of copy he managed eleven of
them . . . without ever once touching
upon a substantive issue. What gall!
-S. Rayburn Watkins
Louisville, Kentucky
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ORGANIZATIONS

EDUCATION/INSTRUCTION

BUSINESS MANAGER. The American Spectator
is looking for an energetic, results-oriented person
to serve as business manager. Responsibilities
include managing the mundane commercial affairs
of the magazine. Three years experience in a
small business required, along with a cheerful
disposition and a capacity to think, work with
numbers, and persevere. An excellent opportunity,
especially if you want to have the freedom to open
a beer at your desk or smoke cigarettes in the
office, anytime you please. Send your resume to:
Pam Young, The American Spectator, P.O. Box
549, Arlington, VA 22216-0549.

THE WORLD MONARCHIST SOCIETY is dedicated to constitutional monarchy and freedom
throughout the world. Please send U.S. $5.00
(U.S. Funds only) for introductory booklet, "A
Better World." World Monarchist Society, Box
14601-T, Milwaukee, WI 53214-0601, USA.

UNIVERSITY DEGREES Without Classes1
Accredited Bachelor's, Master's, Doctorates.
JoblLife Experience Recognized. Free Revealing
Facts, Thorson-AS1, Box 470886, Tulsa, OK

CONSERVATIVE LOBBY SEEKS director of
development with 2-5 years experience presenting
grant proposals, organizing fundraising events and
high donor cultivation programs. Send resume to
Job Search, P.O. Box 371 1 , Fairfax, VA, 22070.

PUBLICATIONS

SPASMODIC TORTICOLLIS RECOVERY CLINIC.
3716 Old Santa Fe Tr. Santa Fe, NM 87505.

MEDICAL AND HEALTH NEWSLETTER FOR
THE PUBLIC. Free sample, send stamped
envelope to "Excerpts"-TAS, Box 1140, 465 Grant,
Buffalo, N.Y. 14213.

$40.00 PER HOUR LOOKING AT CARSll Not
servicing them or selling them. Free details on new
exciting automotive opportunity- IAC 4240 James,
Charlotte Harbor. FL. 33980.

BOOKS

VIDEO CASSETTES

PRESIDENTIAL BIOGRAPHIES. Send 29e stamp
for monthly listing of available titles. New & out-ofprint books. American Political Biography, 8-39
Boggs Hill Road, Newtown, CT 06470.

THOMAS PAINE VIDEOCASSElTE. Stimulating,
acclaimed 40-minute presentation about the great
patriot and political philosopher, telecast in 1992
over cable television. VHS $22.00 ppd.
Independent Publications, Box 102, Ridgefield. NJ

BOOKKEEPER. The American Spectator is
looking for an intelligent, detail oriented, organized
individual who is experienced in fundamental
accounting, Lotus 1-2-3,N P and N R . An exciting
work environment in our Arlington, Virginia offices.
Send resume to: P. Young, The American Spectator, P.O. Box 549, Arlington, VA 22216-0549.
SEEKING IN HOUSE LAWYER with 2-5 years trial
experience and knowledge of nonprofit issues for
conservative lobby organization. Send resume to
Job Search, P.O. Box 371 1 , Fairfax, VA, 22070.

OLD 81RARE BOOKS

BUMPER STICKERS

Bought Used Sold * Searched

"I DON'T BELIEVE THE LIBERAL MEDIA" Quality
Bumper Sticker. Send $2.00 w/SASE to: Media-1,
1412-8 East Blvd. Suite 133, Charlotte, NC 28203.

325 HaverfordAve., #B-6 Adam Kaplan, Prop
Norberth, PA 19072
Open 9-5:3(
(215J664-6816
Mondav-Saturda,

"DON'T BLAME ME, I VOTED FOR BUSH"
Bumper Stickers (3" x 1 1 '12" vinyl) U5.00 + 2.00
s/h per order. Cash/checks. AC&E P.O. Box 25652
Richmond, VA 23260.

,

TELEMARKETING SUPERVISOR position with
management opportunities is available with
Conservative lobby organization. Applicant should
have 2-5 years experience with telemarketing.
Send resume to Job Search, P.O. Box 3711,
Fairfax, VA, 22070
CITIZENS UNITED one of America's leading
conservative organizations has paid student
internships available for Winter and Spring terms.
Call Trisha at 1-800-362-4788 for more
information. College credit is available.

-

to 8,000 tltles including 600-1,500 new arrivals
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not under-taxed, Congress overspends,"
"JUSTICE! Clarence Thomas," "Environmentalists:
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in stock. Wear your heart on your tailgate! 3 for $5
or $1 for 20 or more. ForthRight Communications,
POB 3771, Mecrifield, VA 221 16.
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OId Sacramento,California 95814
Fax (916) 441-2019
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POLITICAL CARTOONIST seeks front-line duty in
America's cultural war. Gregory J. Cook, 619
Arizona, El Paso, Tx. 79902.

TAX CREDITS: Slash taxes $7,75O/yr. IRS
Approved. 1-903-534-9652.

07657.

JAYNE'S BOOKSEARCH

WRITER AND EDITOR for conservative monthly
tabloid and newsletter, applicant should have 2-5
years of experience. Send resume to Job Search,
P.O. Box 371 1 , Fairfax, VA, 22070.

0MISCELLANEOUS

74147.

Steve Mauer
Daily 10-5
Thus.-Sat. till 9
(916) 441-4609
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JUlCERSl JUlCERSl JUICERS! Save BIG on ALL
Quality Makes and Models. Call 1-800-860-1356
fopr FREE Catalog. Complete line of Health &
Nutrition Books. Dealer Inquiries Welcome.
GET 'EM ERLY, GET 'EM NOW1 Be the first to tell
your friends that it wasn't your fault1 Bumper
Sticker-DON'T
BLAME ME, I VOTED
REPUBLICAN2 lines, red block on white. $2.00
for 1 , $9.00 for 5, $17.00 for 10, $75.00 for 50,
P&H incl. Send check, cash or MO to All Right
Now, 8421 N. Evergreen Ave., Indianapolis. IN

46240-2335.
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and get results!
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PERSONALS

BEAUTIFUL, INTELLIGENT, GREEN-EYED
BRUNETTE-39, Manhattan, business professional,
honest, witty and feminine, seeks right-minded,
marriage-minded, honorable, successful
gentlemman, in 40% to cherish. Your interests
might include politics, running, jazz, islands, but
character primary qualification. Informative note
and photo please, will exchange. Reply to: Box
DA, c/o TAS Classifieds, P.O. Box 549, Arlington,
VA 2216-0549.

T-SHIRTS

Join the "RIGHT"revolution! Order your

Blackwith white letteringorwhite
with blacklettering. 100%wtton

SM-L-XL $15'h~2.~ls1imbum=

C ~ u m / o t ~ : CProductions
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10137 Riverside Dr.
Toluca Lake CA 9 1 W
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sticker todavl Sead S2.H to:
CCC Inc.
4001 Glendale Dr.
Excelsior, MN 55331
Right
PERSONALS

ATTRACTIVE ORIENTAL LADIES seeking
correspondence, marriage. Dignified presentations
since 1984. Asian Experience, Box 1214TR,
Novato, CA 94948. (415) 897-2742.

ASIAN LADIES DESIRE CORRESPONDENCE!
Overseas, sincere, attractive. Worlds #I Service1
Free details, photos1 SUNSHINE INTERNATIONAL Dept. HE, Box 5500, Kailua-Kona, Hawaii
96745. (808) 325-7707.

WEALTHY AMERICAN is looking for a woman to
share an extraordinarylife. I am 48 and search for
someone in her 30s who is intelligent, beautiful,
with a good background, who would like to have
several children. I also search for someone who
understands a good life centers around the family
rather than television, private schools, media and
modern western civilization. This means home
schooling, with or without tutor, and a life of the
best literature, art and ideas of the last five
thousand years rather than the last fifty. It also
means in all other respects living a normal upper
middle class life.
I am very intelligent, make a good father and
husband, lead a pretty much international life, with
residences abroad, love to laugh, and am
interesting and sometimes charming. If this strikes
a chord, please send a letter telling something of
yourself. Please include a photograph. Box DB, d o
TAS Classifieds, P.O. Box 549, Arlington, VA
22216-0549.

MEET WOMEN W
I JAPANESE WOMEN seek friendship! Free
FREE 32 page catalog from
information. Pacific Century, 110 Pacific #208-JX,
America's most respected
I San Francisco, CA 94111. (816) 942-1668.
correspondence service since 197
I
CHERRY BLOSSOMS
1. Please w r i t e your n e w address in the
Box 190AN Rainbow Ridge
1 NICE SINGLES with Christian values wish to meet
space provided. .
FREE magazine. Send age, interests.
I 2. Attach the mailing label f r o m your I others.
Singles, Box 310-AMS, Allardt, TN 38504.
I
1 most recent issue.
I 3. Return this f o r m t o u s at the address 1 rllllllllll,ll,lllllllll-lllll
I listed below.
I
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
IThat's a l l there is to it. Just be sure t o allow I I
I six weeks for your change to take effect. I " [
Rates: $2.35 per word ($12 extra for TAS box number if desired.)
I
*$90 p e r column inch for classified display ads.
***
[ I
* h e - p a y m e n t required for all ads.
I
The American Spectator
1 1
I Circulation Department, P.O. Box 549 I I
Special Discount Offer: Pre-pay for 3 ads get a 4th ad free.
I
Arlington, VA 22216-0549
I I
I
I I
for -insertions.
Enclosed is: $
I
I
(Please attach address label here.)
.
Ad Classification:
IMPORTANT
I
Allow six weeks for address change.
I
Please Print
I
I a Renew my subscription for one
Address:
Don't forget TAS Address
Changes Made Easy!

1

year (twelve issues-$35)

I 0 Payment enclosed 0 Bill m e later
I
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I
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[Date of change:
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International Herald Tribune
A dubious pitch for funds from 52,000
members of t h e Federation of International Civil Servants’ Associations:
An open letter to the Fifth Committee
of the UN General Assembly
If the UN went on strike, the world would
be in a fix. People would freeze and starve
and suffer., Refugees would be lost with no
one to help them. Pregnant women all over
the world would be deprived of pre-natal
care. Millions of children would not be
vaccinated and become ill. And many people would die. . . .
The world without the UN sounds temble, doesn’t it?
[November 6, 19921

New York Times
Stalin called them “wreckers.” Columnist
Leslie H. Gelb calls them “poisoners.”
Stalin had them tortured, shot, or exiled.
Mr. Gelb only calls for knee-cappingtypical liberal half-measures:
Republicans are already undermining Bill
Clinton with foreign diplomats and businessmen-just as they did to Jimmy Carter
with crippling effect, after the Nixon and
Ford Administrations.
The hits come from former officials
who have worked intimately with foreigners in 20 of the last 24 years and have
gained their trust. The underminers include
the likes of Henry Kissinger, former top
Reagan-Bush national security aides and
conservative legislators.
Their message is everywhere the same:
This Governor of a small Southern state.is
dangerously inexperienced in world politics, as was Jimmy Carter. He is being surrounded by nai‘ve Carterite liberals and
Democratic neo-isolationists. And with
only 43 percent of the popular vote, Bill
Clinton has no mandate.
If the President-elect is to avoid being
weakened even before he steps into the
Oval Office, he had better cut off the poisoners at the knees now. He must send out
the word that he knows who they are-and
that he will settle accounts soon.
[November 8, 19921

Los Angeles Daily News
In f a r a w a y C a l i f o r n i a , a n o t h e r o a f
deluded by the Wonders of Education
myth:
Genethia Hayes says she recently learned
firsthand the importance of getting a good
education-when her car was stolen.
Hayes, assistant executive director of
the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, found her car gone as she left
her South-Central Los Angeles office to
attend a special Los Angeles Board of
Education meeting.
Other car theft victims might be understandably angry at the thieves, but Hayes said
that whoever took her car was also a victim.
“On a personal level, I know that person
now driving my car on a road to crime had
an inadequate educational background,”
Hayes said, after getting a ride to school
district headquarters.
[September 20, 19921

L.A. Style
Susan Estrich is a law school professor at
USC, Michael Dukakis’s erstwhile campaign manager, and, as you can see from
what follows, a self-confessed dunce:
My commitment to public education is not
entirely a product of my own experience. I
went to public school in Boston and, at
least from the sixth grade on, I hated it. I
was the valedictorian of my class, and the
winner of the French award, but I can barely speak a word of French, never had an
advanced-placement course (none were
offered except in science), never wrote a
real research paper, and learned almost
nothing about world history. I dropped off
the math team in junior high because it
wasn’t something girls did; when I quit,
there weren’t any girls at all. My greatest
accomplishment in high school was learning to twirl a baton and do splits in the mud
at football games in the hopes that people
would forget that I was a smart girl. I certainly didn’t look smart, particularly when
the mud turned to ice and snow in
November. Given the choice, I would have
loved to go to private school.
[September 19921

New York Times
Another bizarre communiqut from
Academe, published as a public service
on t h e correspondence page of New
York’s incomparable Times:
Most successful female candidates have
been involved in politics even while they
were still menstruating. -Stephanie Riger
Pro$ of Psychology, U. of Illinois
Chicago
[November I , 19921

Boston Globe
A dangerous crank loosed b y the
incomparable Globe:
As an educator and clinician in the field of
adoption psychology and most of all as an
adoptee, I was appalled by your Oct. 8
Living/Arts article titled “Families: Made in
China.” This is one of the most racist and
cavalier ways to talk about a baby, a couple
and a family, and it further demeans the culture of this child and, now, her family.
Adoption can be a wonderful way to
create a family when family preservation (a
child is kept by h i d h e r birth parents,
extended family or culture) is not an
option. Adoption is, however, an experience that holds a great deal of loss for the
birth family, the adoptee and the adoptive
family. There is the pain of infertility and
the pain of disconnection that must remain
a reality for families made through adoption. When the adoption is crosscultural,
there are even greater identity issuesespecially for the child, but also for the
family that is now biracial.
To use the term “made in China,” which
has many connotations-“merchandise
purchased,” “quickly and poorly made” and
“goods imported”-is racist and totally
insensitive to James Braude and Kristine
Rondeau, and especially to this small
human being, Lily Mi, who is not an
object, an import or merchandise made
quickly and inexpensively. She is a real and
beautiful person, and she and her family
deserve more than this flippant headline.
-Joyce Maguire Pavan
Somerville
[October 22, 19921
-~
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